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THE Ntm
SPOTLIGHT

Late Flashes by United Press Wire
FOURTH AIR RACE HAUPTMANN SAYS
WINNER NEAR
NOT GUILTY
MELBOURNE,
Australia,
Thursday—(UP)—Three winning
airplanes in the 11,300 mile England to Australia air race were
safe here while a fourth, eligible
for the $8,000 handicap prize, sped
across Australia toward the goal.
C. W. A. Scott and Tom Campbell Black of Great Britain, flying
a deHaviland
Comet, yesterday
won the the first prize of $40,000,
making the flight in 71 hours, 18
seconds.

LEGION SEES
BONUS ISSUE
MIAMI, Fla., Oct. 24—(UP)—
The Bonus issue arose before the
American Legion convention here
as the Important Legislative Committee awaited a report from its
subcommittee assigned to frame a
resolution on the long-standingcontroversy over payment of adjusted service certificates. It was
said that the body had completed
the draft of the resolution but declined as yet to reveal its nature.
The resolution is expected to be
a compromise between sharply divided factions on payment of the
bonus at a cost to the government
of almost $3,000,000,000. An unconfirmed report stated that the
subcommittee recommended payment of the bonus in several installments.

GUI SYSTEM
Students Responsible for Attendance at W e s t m i n i s t e r
(By Associated Collegiate Press)
New Wilmington, Pa. —Responsibility for class attendance at
Westminster College has been
placed squarely on the shoulders
of the student in a new system
suggested by Dean Alexander Burr
and adopted by the faculty.
The new rules provide in the
main that a student shall not be
dropped from class because of absence alone, but absence which results in poor classroom work may
be the cause for dropping.
The regulations as adopted by
the faculty are:
1. The responsibility for satisfactorily meeting the requirements
for completing the work of any
given course rests squarely upon
the student.
2. It is assumed that each student will be present on time at
each regular session of every
course in which he is registered.
3. It is further assumed that
each student will use due judgment in assigning time priority to
various interests and activities.
4. No student will be barred or
dropped from class for mere absence.
5. Any student may be barred
or dropped from class when, in the
combined judgment of the Dean of
the College and the instructor involved, and for any reason, the
said student fails to benefit by
the work of the class or is a hindrance to the progress of others,
6. The instructor in charge
(Continued on page 5)

FLAMINGO
NOTICE
There will be a short
meeting Friday after lunch
of all those interested in
contributing manuscripts to
the Flamingo or serving in
any of the various departments of the magazine.
Meeting immediately following Beanery in the Publication Office.

\

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA,

I1.B.THIIIDGE

The Orlando-Winter Park branch

ASSURES BANKERS
OF SAFETY

Six New Members
Elected To Chapel
Staff for 1934-35

Infirmary to Celebrate Its
First Anniversary on November 1
On November 1st the infirmary
will celebrate the first anniversary
of its existence. In that one year
it has played such an important
role and become so much a part of
the life of the college that students can hardly remember the
time it did not exist, and if they
do, it is to wonder how Rollins got
along without it. And no wonder
—for last year over 2,000 cases
were treated by the college hospital. This year to date, the infirmary has had 15 bed patients,
and an average of twenty out patients each day. Physical examinations have been given to 150 new
students.
The diseases of the students are
by no means limited—25 different
maladies have been treated since
the opening of the building.
A word should be said concerning those worthy souls who make
the wheels go round—the nurses.
They have provided an atmosphere
of efficiency and comfort in which
an ailing student knows that he is
being well taken care of. This year
a new nurse has been added to the
staff, Miss Margaret Schwartz, a
graduate of Washington University
Training School, St. Louis, Mo.,

A.A.U.W.HoldsFirst
SENIOR CLASS Season Tickets For
Meeting in Annie
Little Theatre on
MEETING
Russell Theatre Today There will be an importSale Next Week

"Persuasion vs. Force" Topic of the American Association of
of Chapel Sermon
University Women held an all day

Professor A. Buel Trowbridge
spoke at the morning meditation in
Knowles Memorial Chapel last
FLEMINOTON, N. J.,Oct. 24—
(UP)—Bruno Richard Hauptmann Sunday on "The Way of Persuaswent before Justice Thomas W. ion as Against the Way of Force."
Trenchard to plead not guilty to an
He began by asking a pertinent
indictment charging- that he mur- question, "Are we living in a
dered Charles A. Lindbergh Junior
thoughtless world where the law
in March of 1932. It was Hauptmann's first court appearance of force is the only law, or are
since his extradition from New we human beings learning the good
York last week.
life through practicing the will of
Justice Trenchard is expected God?"
today to set a date for the trial,
His address was an answer to
which is expected to last about four
that question, "which," he said, "is
weeks.
no longer an academic one. Nations are changing their
whole
government policy on this theory.
Among them an outstanding example is Russia, which believes
WASHINGTON, Oct. 24—(UP)
purely in the way of force and
—Chairman Jesse Jones of the Reteaches its people to believe there
construction Finance Corporation,
is no God and to follow Karl
addressing the American Bankers'
Marx as their prophet."
Assiiciation here, assured the conAt the beginning of this century
vention that dangers to the banks
are past and urged that bankers the trend did seem to be toward
persuasiveness and liberal-mindlead the way to recovery.
Jones promised the full coopera- ness, away from monarchies. To
tion of government agencies as he the patient, tolerant man, who
emphasized the necessity of in- looked forward believing in truth
creasing the flow of bank funds and goodness, the results of the
into business channels, and sug- World War have been terribly
gested a widespread liberalization shocking. He has seen his hopes
of credit policies. Jones' remarks smashed and thrown overboard by
served as a prelude to thei address countries like Germany, where only
which President Roosevelt will the morality of the strong man is
favored.
make to the bankers tonight.
"Are peacemakers only
pious
fools in a godless universe ? Were
the prophets fools who believed in
the persuasive way of God and -what
I He wanted of man? Yet Jesus
knew the issue, knew that he
would have to win by persuasions,
and has since extended a greater
to the Chapel Staff at the first influence than any other one permeeting of the year last Monday. son or movement.
These new members will replace
"Apparently God did not interthose who were graduated in the fere in Jesus' death to save Him.
class of '34 and will serve during In like manner, He now refuses to
the remainder of their attendance interfere in man's normal life, beat
Rollins.
Dorothy
Smith, cause then man would only be a
Blanche Fishback, Louise Mac- wooden doll in a puppet show. Mopherson, Grace Terry, Gordon rality through freedom of choice
Spence and Seymour Ballard were is the only possible way.
chosen.
"Can we hold fast to the will
The full membership of the of God even though all else be deChapel Staff includes Dean Chas. nied? Wisdom and good will alone
A. Campbell, Prof. A. B. Trow- alone can stop this developing
bridge, Ben Kuhns, Virginia Jae- chaos, and unless we take God's
kel,
Gordon Jones, Howard Sho- way as our own way to deal with
walter, Betty Trevor and Bryant men, we can expect nothing but
Prentice.
strife and the ruJe of physical
The Chapel Staff functions as force."
Participating in the service were
the head of all Chapel committees
and is the "student government" Fred Scholfield and Jean Parker
of all affairs with which Knowles who read the Litany and InvocaMemorial Chapel is concerned. tion; James Tullis and Louise
Membership is by election of the MacPherson who read the Testaexisting body and is based upon ment Lessons. The anthem was
past activities and interest mani- "Beautiful Savior" by Christian-'
sen, with Hazel Bowen as soloist.
fested in chapel affairs.

session on Wednesday, October 24,
at Rollins College. The subject of
their discussion was "The
New
Leisure: Its Significance and Use."
Mrs.
Lester Harris was general
chairman, and Mrs. Wendell Stone
was chairman of the committee on
arrangements. The program of the
day was as follows:
First Session — Annie Russell
Theatre, 10 a. m.
Address of Welcome — Mrs. Wil-lard Wattles.
Introduction: Implication of the
New Leisure—Dr. Hamilton Holt.
The Right Use of Leisure as an
Objective in Education—Dr. A. D.
Enyart.
Leisure and the Arts: Painting—•
Jean Jacques Pfister; Literature—
Prof. Herman F. Harris; Drama—
Dr. Earl E. Fleischman; Music—
Mrs. Elisabeth F. Hess.
Question Period.
Al Fresco Luncheon on the campus.
Second session—Knowles Memorial Chapel, 2 p. m.
Organ Recital by Herman F. Siewert.
Religion and the New Leisure—
Professor A. Buel Trowbridge.
Third session — Annie Russell
Theatre, 3:00 P. M.
The part Journalisn^ Will Play
in the New Leisure—'William M.
Glen.
A Panel Discussion on Community Responsibility for Leisure.
Leisure and Crime Prevention—
Judge Alexander Akerman.
Complimentary Tea.

P l a n s

To Be L a i d
M i a m i Visit

for

Plans for homecoming festivities
will assume definite shape when
the Homecoming committee meets
next Tuesday night. The committee, headed by Dean Enyart and
Fred Ward, is composed of professors and coaches representing every
field of athletic activity at Rollins.
This meeting is important in the
light of the invasion of the campus
that weekend by the Miami University student body. General athletic competition in many sports will
be an outstanding feature.
Dean Enyart let it be known that
President Ashe of Miami had officially accepted the Rollins invitation for a return engagement of
the
"Rollins-Miami
Olympics"
which was so successful last year.
Besides football there will be competition in golf, tennis, swimming,
diving and volley ball for both
girls and men. It is estimated that
there will be a delegation of three
to four hundred composed of students and faculty.
No definite
plans for their housing are yet
completed but they will probably
be quartered at some near-by hotel
or hotels.

who has had several years of experience as a school nurse.
Few students realize or appreciate the fact that the existence of
the college infirmary is due to the
efforts of the Mothers' Club of
Winter Park. This organization
has supplied all equipment for the
hospital and has
contributed a
great deal of time not only to its
founding, but to its upkeep,
A
heart-felt vote of thanks from the
students should go out to the members of this club.
The Orlando Boys' Band, which
In conclusion: The
infirmary
would greatly appreciate the con- donated its services at all Rollins'
tribution of old linens—sheets, tow- home football games last season,
els, etc. that any of you may have. is sponsoring a benefit dance at
the Orlando City Auditorium on
Hallowe'en night, October 31.
Proceeds from the dance will be
used to purchase lyiiforms for the
36
members of the band, which has
EARL PARK, Ind., Oct. 24—(U.
P.)—Thirty-four passengers were renewed its contract with the City
slightly injured when a Big Four of Orlando to play a concert series
express train bound from Chicago in Eola Park. The uniforms are
to Cincinnati left the rails near necessary before this contract can
here today, overturning six cars. be closed.
The Hallowe'en dance will be
Most seriously hurt was Mrs.
Frank Fischer of Cincinnati, who held from 9 to 1, and music will be
furnished by Eddie Reynold's new
suffered internal injuries.
Officials were unable to deter- orchestra with a featured vocalist.
Admission is 35c.
mine the cause of the wreck.

Orlando Boys' Band
Holds Benefit Dance

34 INJURED IN
TRAIN WRECK

(Complete Campus Coverage)
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ant meeting of the Senior
Class Thursday immediately after noon Beanery in
Professor Salstrom's room
at Knowles Hall.

ISVOLONIEEfl
Committees
A p p o i n t e d
.. A t R e c e n t G r o u p M e e t i n g
Approximately seventy-five students attended the meeting of the
Chapel Committees held Thursday
evening in the Francis chapel, at
which time the various
groups
were organized and a chairman
elected for each.
Dean Campbell first addressed
the assembled meeting explaining
the part which the chapel had been
attempting to take in the community as well as in the college.
"We have been hoping to
strengthen and vitalize the churches of the community and at the
same time to accomplish our own
purpose without interfering with
others," the Dean said. "This has
been and will continue to be misunderstood, as is always the case
when an individual or an organization attempts to hold the door
open to all comers. The Chapel
expects to continue the open-door
policy, but this means a great deal
of patience and a very great tolerance will be required. Our policy and program is 'Keep the door
wide open.' "
Then dean then warned those
present that membership on a
committee did not mean sinply getting one's name in the Tomokan,
but that it also meant study, in-'
terest, work and sacrifice.
The chairmen of the various
committees are: Blanche Fishback,
Social Service; Elfreda Winant,
Program; Gordon Jones, Publicity;
I Dorothy Smith, Music; and Bryant
Prentice, Ushering.
The Program and Social Service
committees will meet again Thursday evening in the chapel, at which
time definite plans will be discussed and acted upon.

CHAPEL TOWER
OPEN TO PUBLIC
The Tower of the Knowles Memorial Chapei will be open to visitors on Thursday and Friday of
this week from three to five P. M.

For the benefit of all students
wishing to purchase Subscription
Tickets for the Theatre Series of
dramatic productions to be presented this winter, the box office
at the Annie Russell Theatre will
be open next Friday and Saturday
from 4 p. m. to 6 p. m. Prices are
as follows:
Orchestra, $2.50 for students
and faculty; $3.50 for others.
First row balcony, $2.25, for
students and faculty; $3.00 for
others.
Second and third row balcony,
$2.00 for students and faculty;
$2.50 for others.
The regular box office price for
a single performance is one doP
lar. Students are urged to purchase their subscriptions this week
if they wish to have them at all,
because there is a great demand
for these tickets by the residents
of Winter Park and Orlando.

"Golden Book" Uses
Three Sketches By
Milford J. D a v i s
The creative efforts of
Rollins students are beginning to
receive attention and reception in
many organs the country over.
Word has just been received of the
acceptance by the Golden Book of
three sketches by Milford Davis.
These sketches, it is announced,
will be published in the November
issue of that magazizne. Davis is
best known in literary circles hereabouts as the author and creator
of Rollinsiana, a column appearing weekly in the Sandspur, but as
is hereby shown, Mr. Davis is also
a sketcher of no little note.
In addition the honorary award
accorded Bucklin Moon's story entitled "Seven Room House" by
Story magazine declares a growing awareness of Rollins activity
in creative lines of every sort.

ORGAN
VESPERS
Wednesday, October 24, 5:30 p. m.
AN ALL-REQUEST PROGRAM
Triumphal March
Wagner
From Tannhauser
2. Largo
Dvorak
(From Symphony "New World")
3. Serenade
Drdla
4. Three Songs:
a In the Gloaming-Harrison
b Believe Me, If all Those
Endearing Young Charms
Irish Air
c When Day Is Done
5. a Tregiarni
Pergoolese
b Lamento
Gabriel-Marie
Miss Rosalie Ernest, 'cellist
6. Toccfita
Widor
From Fifth Symphony
1

Jefferson Gave Approval to
1934 Policies in 1808 Letter
these questions to the vote and to
By DYKE WILUAPMS
United Press Staff Correspondent consider that as law for which the
majority votes.
The fool has as
PHOENIX, Ariz.—(UP)— With great a right to express his opincharges of communism, EPICism, ion by vote as has the wise, because
etc.,
breaking upon the program he is equally free and equally
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs master of himself. . . .
for the American Redman, an
"I suggest these things, my chilhitherto unpublished letter of dren, for the consideration of the
Thomas Jefferson has been dug up upper towns of your nation, to be
for support of Bureau home-rule decided on as they think best, and
I sincerely wish you may succeed
Beset by critics and doubters, in your laudable endeavors to
the Bureau has gone back to a save the remains of your nation
Jefferson pronouncement of 1808 by ad,(^pting industrious occupato prove that the "Father
of tions and a government of regular
Democracy" was a friend of the law. In this you' will always rely
policies of 1934.
on the counsel and assistance of
Date of the letter was Jan. 9, the Government of the U. S.—de-1808.
It was addressed to the liver these words to your people in
"Children deputies of the Chero- my name and assure them of my
kee Upper Towns." It suggested friendship."
Th. Jefferson.
methods by which an Indian govThe Indian Office is fighting
ernment might be organized, patterned after the white man's law. claims that the Wheeler-Howard
bill passed by the last Congress is
Excerpts read:
"Who is to determine which of i a program to "send the American
our laws suit your condition and I Indian back to his blanket."
shall be in force with you?—all of Spokesmen for Indian Commisyou being equally free no one has sioner John Collier declare that it
a right to say what shall be law is merely to restore tribal selffor the others. Our way is to put respect and "cultural autonomy."

O.D.K. BEGINS
8IU0ENT WORK
SPOOOIP
Representatives from All Student Groups Meet for
Discussion

PROGRESS MADE
Representatives from all fields
of campus activity met at the first
of a new series of student conferences, sponsored by O. D. K. at
the home of Dr. Holt last Wednesday evening.
The purpose of the conferences,
it was explained, is to place before a well informed student group
projects under consideration by individual groups or new ideas taking form within the student body,
which, granted the approval and
support of all the bodies, might be
of benefit to the entire college.
Milford Davis introduced the
matter of a Student Musical Comedy production, explained that a
considerable group of students
were interested and requested the
support of the conference in carrying out their plans. It was decided that those involved should
organize into a dramatic society
which would not only stage this
year's show, but carry on the tradition next year as well.
Following this discussion Dean
Anderson spoke for a time on the
chartering of a freshman honorary
scholastic society at Rollins. Plans
are already under way for establishing such an organization and
it is expected that before long,
granted sufficient student interest,
Phi Beta Kappa will allow the
charter. The Key Society is to
consider sponsoring the movement
at its next meeting.
Dr. Holt brought up the matter of effecting a change in the
academic costumes worn by the
student body on state occasions.
The idea was well received by the
conference, and it was voted that
immediate steps be taken to put
the change in effect.
The Miami University Homecoming game aroused considerable
interest. Numerous
suggestions
for entertaining the visitors were
offered which should prove of value to the Eentertainment Committee when it is organized.
Before adjourning, the Conference voted to reassemble as soon
as the projects now initiated have
made sufficient headway to require further support.

Compulsory
Military Work
Faces Test
TOPEKA, Kan.—(UP)—Whether Kansas State College at Manhattan can force its students to
take compulsory military training
is to come to a showdown in a court
test.
A temporary injunction, issued
by Judge Paul Heinz of the district court, forbids President F. D.
Farrell and the Board of Regents
of the school from expelling Raymond McMahon, student
from
Logan, Kan.
McMahon, through his attorney, states he is conscientiously
opposed to war and to military
training, and further charges that
the government, in granting the
land to the state for a school, made
no specification that military training was compulsory.

KEY SOCIETY
The Rollins Key Society
will hold its first meeting
of the year this evening
(Wednesday) at the Chi
Omega House, at 7:30
All members are requested
to be present as important
plans concerning the establishment of a freshman
honorary scholastic group
will be discussed.

THE R O L L I N S

BOUND TO BE READ

IVossword Puz^ie

B y H. A L L E N SMITH
U n i t e d P r e s s Book E d i t o r

B7 I^ABS HORBIS i

9—Very rich

on
IS—Astringent drug

25—Attack
2&-Acetlc acid salt
27—Upon
28—ComblnlnK form:

Page

29—Combining form:
31-Dark color
32—Russian coin
33—Man's nickQam«

4
68—Tight
ta—Part of body
70—Abashed
71—Compass point
72—Plural suftlx
73—Completes

42—Admire greatlT
4S—Note of Guldo'i

53—Great Iftke
5*~Remove (rom ome«

^ ^ ^ ^

45-47—Like

-- - -

65—Enough (poetic)
66—Ma n's nickname
88—Mlddaj
59—Dry
60—Japanese coins
63—Sheltered 6id«
64—Prefix: not

DOWN
1—Handle
3—She (French)
3—Back

^ ^

.

^ ^ „

.

Peace Bound Europe Arms
Heavier than Ever in 1934

Next War
Due in
1937

New Weapons Enlarge Belligerent Spirit

Solution

1»—Little JsTft

SANDSPUR

-\

^

.

-j_„

The Garden City Publishing company played a dirty trick on your
LONDON—(UP) — A British
correspondent last week fay sending him a large and heavy box.
bank clerk, who seems peculiarly
The box contained eight books. They were noble not only in their
By HARRY FLORY
good at arithmetic, has contributphysical proportions, but in their content. The Garden City.company
United Press Staff Correspondent
ed to a banking journal the followis inaugurating a new policy in publishing reprints. These books, for
LONDON—(UP)—Europe, thinking, talking and fearing war also
ing calculation demonstrating that
example, are not priced at a dollar, or two dollars. Each is priced
Great Britain will be involved in played at war this year more extensively than ever before.
according to the actual cost of production.
^^^
Military, aerial and in some cases naval manoeuvers, have been
a war in 1937.
The Titles
His calculation runs as follows: carried out by almost every nation that boasts any kind of war maThe titles issued last week are: she chooses to gain what she bechinery.
Date of the Afghan War
1880
"Great Works of Art — And lieves will be the perfect lover will
Curiously, in almost every case, forces assigned to the job of
And its duration—one year
1
What Makes Them Great," by F. set you wondering. I have never
attack or invasion have gained objectives with comparative ease.
seen the idea before in any fiction
W. Ruckstull, at $1.89.
1881 The dice were loaded that way, admittedly so.
anywhere.
"The Mansions of Philosophy,"
Popular Support
The story moves from an Amer- Now treat these figures i
by Will Durant, $1.43.
separate integers and
Large scale military manoeuvers
Attacking forces were given con"The Major Mysteries of Sci- ican university campus lin Caliadd
them
siderable
superiority over defend- were held in Germany this year,
ence," by H. Gordon Garbedian, fornia to Luxor, ultra-swank waers.
To have guardians of the officially because it was feared,
tering-place in Egypt on the up$1.26.
homeland overwhelmed served to that due to the prolonged drought,
"Modern Painting," by Frank per Nile. The effect of this is to
1889 bolster the conviction of the popu- deploying troops might start forI furnish an exotic setting that
Jewett Mather, $1.46.
..1889 lace that they are at the mercy of est and prairie fires.
However,
Date
of
the
Boer
War
...
throws
into
bold
relief
the
loves
"The Pageant of Civilization,"
hostile neighbors.
Governments widespread manoeuvera were carand hates and sorrows of the peo- Add its duration—three
by Arthur G. Brodeur, $1.46.
thus have additional popular sup- ried out in small units, so organyears
ple
in
the
book.
"The Romance of Archeology,"
port for new, additional and im- ized that at various times almost
The author, one of the youngest
by Magoffin and Davis, $1,59|
every buck private was called upproved war weapons.
"The Roget Thesaurus in Dic- in New York's top flight of by-line
Some of these new weapons, on to assume temporary leadership
lin
treat
those
figures
as
tionary Form," by Mawson, $1.19. writers, is a native Califomian,
which may figure in wars of the of fairly large bodies of troops.
separate integers, and
"The Story of Biology," by Dr. born and educated in the shadow
future are;
add them
of the Golden Gate. He cqme to
Many European nations carried
William A. Locy, $1.B4.
The ultimate terror of air power, out extensive air-raid manoeuvers,
These books represent to your Broadway "cold" and in one year
a noiseless airplane, capable of especially designed to train civilian
worked
himself
into
a
position
reviewer's mind, one of the finest
1914 swooping silently through the populations in the use of gas
publishing ventures ever under- where he could command "lead"
1914 night sky, approach unsuspected, masks, in the necessity of seeking
taken. They are all bound in dur- stories for The New York World- Date of the Great War
presence unrevealed.
British air shelter, and in treatment of gas
Add its duration—four
able and attractive
buckram, Telegram.
years
—- 4 ministry experts have watched burns.
"Then a Soldier," by Thomas
stamped in gold and printed
demonstrations
of
such
an airThe British government has
good paper. Most reprints of j Dent (John Day) is supposed to
1918 plane, inaudible at 2,500 feet.
postponed, at least temporarily,
good books are so cheap and be by a prominent young English
"Flying"
Tanks
ain
treat
the
figures
as
the issuance of an elaborate safety
fragile that they don't deserve author and so daring he couldn't
A "flying tank," in other words code for civilians during air raids.
separate integers, and
consideration. Let us hope that use his own name. Very dull and
an airplane
mounting compara- Vice Premier Stanley Baldwin an^
add them
the book-buying public will make another of those cases where a
tively heavy caliber quick firing nounced in July that such a code
this new publishing venture a suc- grownup who ought to know betgun has been successfully and ac- would be drafted and published.
ter insists on telling all of the
Date of the next war
1937 curately fired from the wings of a Then a cabinet sub - committee,
"Caress and Farewell," by Li- things he thought about when a
French airplane.
after careful consideration, deonel Houser. Julian Messner, Inc., boy. Personally I doubt if any of
French engineers suggest the cided issuance of such a code
these kind of people actually reNew York, $2.50.
possibility of building huge towers, might mislead the public into the
There is a sharp brilliancy and member what they did or how
6,000 feet high, six times the alti- belief that war was imminent.
a suspense power about this novel they felt before the age of 15. The
tude of the Eiffel tower, with plat-'
! sort of grip book i
the period from birth
that gives it the ;
According to authoritative Briton the reader that W. Somerset- through young manhood and the
Expressing regret that friend- forms at different heights from ish opinion war is not actually imMaugham's stories possess. Writ- war when the the hero's pacifistic ly warnings and requests made which fighting airplanes could be minent, but most European naten by the author of "Lake of leanings landed him in a military administrative decree
necessary. launched.
tions will be ready for it, at least
For the first time in history mechanically and technically, if it
Fire," it is the sort of book that jail.
Dr. Rufus Von Keinsmid, president
is bound to excite the reader beof the University of Southern Cal- Great Britain carried, out comcause its people are vividly real
jifornia, abolished by faculty edict bined army, navy and Royal air
and their problems are tense and
' the practice of hazing and hell force manoeuvers, over a portion
The University of Chicago now
unusual. It is certain to be wide[week in fraternity initiations on of Yorkshire, designed chiefly to
has a flourishing Depression Club.
ly talked about.
! September 27, 1934. Quoting the afford practice in inter-communtAll
male students who pledge
cation
between
the
three
services.
In the American family group
; Trojan, "The practices specificalFrench Invasion Successful
themselves to blackball any coed
that Houser pictures, there is Lily
' ly prohibited by the edict were
Anyway, They Shouldn't Take
France's
"Blue"
army,
simulatParrance, beautiful, idealistic, and
who
consumes more than one
physical paddling, tubbing, expostalented as a surgeon and sciening an invasion of France via "coke" or two cigarettes in an eveHere's a story coming from the ure, deprivation of sleep—below a
tist; there is her father, Julian, a
Switzerland, gained many successdaily
minimum
of
seven
hours
—
ning, are eligible to membership.
University of Missouri. It seems
prim professor who goes on sabes against a weaker "Red" defendas though a co-ed there was taking any kind of rough handling and
batical leave and suddenly reaches
And we hear of the college studictating orders to pledges other ing army.
desperately backward for a final Latin. One class hour the profes- than properly designated fraternItaly, Switzerland, Belgium and dent who has taken his economics
taste of youth and passion with a sor asked her what XXX stood for. ity officials." A substitute was Holland concentrated manoeuvers so seriously that consumption is
titled Spanish girl; there is Lila, She promptly replied, "Love and provided in a probationary period in testing the mobility of their
getting him.—Swarthmore Phoehis estranged wife, working on a Kisses."—The DePauia.
during which time pledges are to military units.
carnival boat in the Missouri
AU four countries specialize in
work on the fraternity house with
River; there is Philip Gallwey, Do Private Schools Have Night
Holland mounts
a system of merits. In banning the bicycle troops.
young Irish diplomat who tears Clubs?
usual forms of initiation. Dr. von light machine guns on bicycles.
Lily from her medical work and
Collegians a t the University of
Kleinsmid is quoted as saying, "the Italy mounts machine guns on
plunges her into her first affair; Wisconsin no longer need to leave
INSURE IN
motorcycles.
there is young Ariel, younger sis- the campus to satisfy their craving university is obligated to protect
Belgian bicycle t r o o p s are
SURE
ter of Lily, who thinks she is so- for bright lights. A private school the health and well being of all
equipped with explosives to blow
phisticated but finds, in Rome, night club, which sells 3.2 beer has students under its supervision and
INSURANCE
that American sophistication is been in operation for a year and to justify the faith and confidence up roads and hold up any advancnaivete compared with the conti- officials claim it is a success. Woe- placed in it by parents and pa- in'g horde temporarily. Belgium is
prepared for surprise attack, withtrons."
nental variety.
begone countenances of local night
out a formal declaration of war.
club proprietors vouch for the
Infantry Still Counts
Unusual Characters
More than 2,000 cubic yards of
fact.—De Paulia.
Infantry and heavy artillery
There are a dozen other warm
Kaw River bottom soil were moved
and usual characters that parade
to the University of Kansas (Law- still are counted upon for long
Disproving the common theory rence) campus to insure the growth drawn out struggles, but military
through the story and that gives
that the Phi Beta Kappa student of foliage, as the soil on the uni- manoeuvers this summer indicated
it strength and richness.
is helpless when placed outside his versity grounds was found to be the general belief that any EuroLily, embittered by an affair sphere of books, Prof. Robert Donthat ends in a sordid way, and ley of the College of Law and pos- too sterile even for hardy plants. pean war that may break out will
be sudden, and that the nation
afraid of marriage, seeks a third sessor of a Phi Beta Kappa key,
way to love, neither inside mar- yesterday showed himself to be
Albright College, (Reading, Pa.) with the most mobile units will
gain
considerable initial advanP h o n e 21
riage nor out. The amazing means versatile in practical matter, too, employed approxjimately 25 stuwhen he put out a fire which had dents during the past summer to
started just outside his classroom make general repairs on campus
buildings.
The averaged about
door.
$150 each for their work.
Tuesday morning in the eight
o'clock section of "Sales" ProfessArt students of the Chicago Art
or Donley very politely excused
Institute will be awarded bachelor
*•
On State Highway No. 2
'-J
himself from his class, saying "I
of fine arts and bachelor of drathink the building is on fire." He
22 E. GORE STREET
ORLANDO
went into the hall, discovered that matic arts degrees, through ara wastebasket was afire, grabbed rangements just completed w^th
University
of
Chicago
authorities.
an extinguisher and quickly snuffThis will be the first year that
ed out the flames.
the Institute has awarded these deB a n q u e t Hall - T e a R o o m - Gift Shop - R o o m s
Returning to his classroom aft- grees.
er an absence of about two minTelephone 5461
utes, he brushed the ashes and
Named in honor of the Rev. John
dirt from his hands, adjusted his Harvard, a Puritan, Harvard UniPhi Beta Kappa key, and with pro- versity (Cambridge, Mass.) is the
fuse apologies continued with the oldest institution of higher educaclass instruction.
tion in the United States, being
THURSDAY & FRIDAY
—Daily Athenaeum.
founded in 1636.
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MUSIC
APPRECIATION

For Those Leisure Moments
Lost Horizon
Goodbye, Mr. Chips

The BOOKERY

At the Tuesday morning Music
Appreciation Hour, Mr. Clemens
talked on the elements of music
and explained the various numbers of the program.
Miss Gretchen Cox played the
Polonaise Brilliante of Weiniaroski and Romance by Bruch. Bruce
Dougherty, accompanied by Mrs.
Dougherty, sang Tu Lo Sai, by Corelli; Bois Epais by Lully; Wandere's Nachtlied, by Shubert and
Widmung by Schumann.

. . . NOTICE STUDENTS . . .
N e w R e m i n g t o n Portable T y p e w r i t e r s
F r o m $33.50 U p
Easy Terms
We Also Have Used Typewriter Bargains.
We Guarantee All Our Wlork.
Supplies.
Rent a Typewriter for As Long As You Wish.
25 W. Washington Street, Orlando
Phone 3473

BUICK-PONTIAC
invites your inspection of their assortment of used cars.
We feel sure that you will find here your favorite make,
body type and a suitable price.
1932
1933
1932
1931
1931
1931
1931
1930
1929
1928
1926
1927
1929
1929
1926
1931
1928
1929
1931
1931
1932
1930
1930
1930
1928
1928
1926
1930
1930
1929
1934
1931

P L Y M O U T H convertible coupe, 6 w. w.
$375
57 B U I C K sedan
$895
BUICK sedan 6 w. w. (radio)
$695
96 BUICK Victoria coupe, 6 w. w.
$545
96s BUICK sport coupe, 6 w. w
$495
96s BUICK sport coupe, 6 w. w.
$495
67 BUICK sedan, 6 w. w.
$495
46 B U I C K coupe
,
$345
47 BUICK sedan
$225
26 B U I C K sport coupe
$145
47 B U I C K sedan
$ 75
P O N T I A C coupe
$ 95
P A C K A R D convertible coupe
_..
$375
P A C K A R D sedan
$375
P A C K A R D sedan, 7-passenger
$145
N A S H sedan
_
$375
L a S A L L E phaeton 6 w. w
_ $295
L a S A L E sedan 6 w. w.
$295
M A R M O N sport coupe, 6 w. w. .
$275
A U B U R N sedan
$395
C H E V R O L E T Victoria, 6 w. w
$395
F O R D coupe
$245
F O R D sport coupe
$245
F O R D sport coupe
$195
H U P M O B I L E 8 sedan
$ 95
F O R D sport coupe
$ 95
C H E V R O L E T sedan
$ 45
D O D G E sedan
$275
C H E V R O L E T sedan
$275
N A S H special sedan
$245
T E R R A P L A N E sport coupe
$645
C H R Y S L E R 6 sedan
$395
OPEN SUNUDAYS AND EVENINGS

ORANGE BUICK
PONTIAC CO.
330 N. ORANGE AVENUE

PHONE 5353

X CHANGES

Fire
and
Auto

Winter Park
Insurance Agency

PERRYDELT

Sororities, Fraternities, just the place
for your luncheons

^ ^ t ^ ^

Schrafft's
Chocolates

69c & $1
It's nice to have a box
of Schraft's Chocolates
at any time, and especially one of these gay
Hallowe'en boxes of delicious sweets.
Candy Booth

Y O W E LLDREW CO.

ORANGE LAUNDRY
ACME-COLONIAL CLEANERS
at Winter Park
(Girls, Your Evening Gowns Redyed New Fall Shades!)
Tel. Winter Park 413
Orlando 7690

The
Cong-enial
Atmosphere
Still Remains
at

THE COLONIAL
Free Delivery

Phone 40!

Delightfully produced by the makers of "The
Thin Man," it keeps moving with laughter
and thrills.

MONTGOMERY
"HIDEOUT"
with
Maureen O'Sullivan
Edward Arnold — Mickey Rooney
. . . Added . . .
Musical Comedy
Saturday Only!
Cartoon — News
You just have no idea.
Pitts and
Slim
Their B i g M o m e n t "

XHE R O L L I N S

SANDSPUR

Too Much Motive

By J. Carver Pusey

What with everyone from the said for most other Rollins theatri- i
Dramatic Department to Toy con-leal productions!—^Ye Ed.)
gratulating Si Vario for putting I We certainly want to thank Chi
on what everyone claims was the'Omega for the open house all t h e !
best show of the season, and all on males were invited to. Everyone t
such short notice; and with our; had a swell time, and, you know,'
editor telling us that if we don't' some of those Chi Omegs are all
throw out plenty of bouquets to .right themselves,
everyone who had anything to do j We are glad to see H. Brown
with it, we can't write this column i back on campus again, and they
any more, we will try to go behind say R. Brown has returned too.
the scenes a moment for the best i At first we didn't want to menbouquet we can formulate.
tion it because Ben is not a Rat,
While these who took actual but then we feel so strongly that
Rat Committee Chairman de- ure out how they got the wool off
part in the performance did so well
information concerning various
es a word for his friendly co- the sheep, nor what they put it on
there are a few others who have
countries.
assisted our over-worked chairman operative attitude of counselor, all those bushes for anyway.
Our good friend and neighbor,
Our own inimitable, though not
to the utmost who should receive rather than driver and master, that
Mr. John H. Neville has recently
are glad to give praise and notorious, learning to beguzzel and
honorable mention. Carol Stangiven us 134 volumes. (He gave us
By EMILY SHOWALTER
n't give you anything but love,
ley, Mary Gulnac, Jim Haig and thanks where praise and thanks de-beguzzel himself via the maraAs a result of Government aid 1722 in 1932). Dean Enyart askWanna buy a hound dog?!!??
thon route between Maitland and
e due.
Bud Draper have been outstanding
Five little song birds of the to students of Rollins College from ed to have five of them put on his
This was the interlocking theme
in the class for looking up things
Most of the Rats are standing Winter Park last Saturday night.
June
25th to August 25th, the li- reserve shelf at once, and anticiSouth sang for us. They sang
The snake scare and the dog's of the freshmen stunt given a t
to do to help, asking for work and around feeling very much more
pates using others later in the year.
Rec. Hall last Friday night. The "Mood Indigo," and "Show Me the brary was open daily excepting A partial set of the Harvard Clasdoing it quietly and on time. We like ladies and gentlemen now that shower in Chase.
Sunday
from 10:30 to 12 a. m., and
Way
to
Go
Home"—Thanks.
Next
stunt was well attended by the upThe night^mare in Rollins.
sics in a better binding than the
mention them only because they
s is being bruited about the
daily
excepting
Saturday
and
Sunwe saw a swell tap dance, no stiff
Cloverleafs improved vocabula- perclassmen and great appreciaset already in the library was inhave not waited for the Rats' Re- Campus that buttoning and Rat
tion of the Freshmen's dramatic joints in that girl, and then a read- day from 2 to 4 p. m. The daily cluded in this gift. We are very
view to start working; it has been Courts are a thing of the past, but ry, if they don't know you're there.
attendance
during
July
and
August
ability was shown by their super- ing in which I was constantly
glad to have these volumes for
going on all along and we adftiit still every once in awhile some
Putting the parlor lights out in
looking around to see which voice averaged seven townspeople and reference use.
iors.
,
not reporting our news on time. poor related Rodent raises an un- Cloverleaf so the boys will GO
belonged to who. (Poor Ted.) And four members of the Rollins faculWhat a splendid Master of CereWe apologize.
wary hand to the top of the head home!!! {And they say CloverDr. Holt's generous gifts of curthen the climax of the evening. ty. The circulation during these
As for the rest of the cast and and then, just to show that he or leaf is worrying about a "Home- monies in the form of Dud Fel- Our own inimitable Warren, re- two months was 1,074 volumes, an rent literature are received by the
der (By the way, what is that boy,
those others who were behind the she is only fooling and really COMING Stunt.)
splendent in red Mazer and tie, ncrease of 466 from last year dur- dozen. The summer dozen includGreek, German, Italian,
Scotch,
scenes, if you didn't see the show knows better, has to wave the finjoking and singing. Pordon me, ng the same months. The desk was ed a bound volume of the IndeIrish or just plain man?) the seyou missed an A-l performance. gers violently, which really isn't Re Football:
did I say singing?
Perhaps I n charge of a student who had pendent, which helps to fill out our
of stunts was carried off in
We point out results. No one for- buttoning after all; so he feels
For the edification of those who
meant shuffling. He also pulled a been in training during the regu- set. This record is of outstanding
got his lines. Everyone spoke dis- much better. But sometimes he think weights, heights and ages great style. First on the program Dorothy Dix on us about diamonds, lar college session, a member of gifts only; there are many others.
tinctly and could be heard. The doesn't remember to waggle the are more important than good was a skit, or shall we say, wit,flushes and full houses. Be care- the library staff being always in
During the summer, members of
,lled "Goose Pimples" . . . Evlousy, coaching and hard playing, we
program was balanced and varied. fingers and feels awful
ful, Goldy, don't let that tempta- reserve for reference work.
the regular staff, when not away
ything was done just opposite
The curtain pulling and light but only occasionally.
submit the following statistics on
tion get you. And here the arWe have received two pamphlets
vacation, worked hard in the
from the way in which one supswitching didn't develop any hitchI Freshman football:
rangement of the program was su- of college songs' from Colorado order and catalog department. An
posed it would happen and the reRats you shouldn't have missed: }
es. The opening lines were only
preme. After Goldf's rambunc-' College through Mr. E. T. Brown actual count of books was taken,
19 men (11 linemen and 8
It was very hilarious.
The Rats, silly ones, who tried j backs) reported out for pracfive minutes behind schedule,
iousness we were soothed by the and one book of Oberlin songs the result being 42,615 volumes.
The curtain opened on the next
which many a New York
first aspirin in Coca Cola to see if they
soft strains of Chopin's
waltz through Mrs. Hagerty.
The usual house cleaning and readtice the first day, but attendnight has missed. And last, but could get piffed, but, the story
act as we saw a very shy little | ^jti, qyij-g ^ dash from the piano
ance has been irregular, due
Mr. J. J. Hoff has donated the justment of books brought an innot least, the review was sched-' runs, they were so silly anyway,
girl with a huge hair ribbon come | ^j. ^he last. Next appeared Clo- French edition of the Life of Mrs.
-se of puzzling problems due
largely to Rat activities.
uled to take one hour; it took six- that they couldn't tell if it was
toward the center of the stage. Lg^ieaf's Amazons and a remark Grace Whitney Hoff by Caroline to crowded conditions.
159 is the average weight
ty-one minutes (And ALL THAT the aspirin or not.
She told us a very poetic and sor- Ifrom one of our Romeos was heard Patch. We had previously receiviss Hill has added to her useof the whole squad.
is a good deal more than can be The Rat who washes his own 164^ is the average weight
rowful story which I have down stating that never again would he ed from him the English edition. fulness by her six weeks' study a t
in my notes of the stunt as dog-' been seen near Cloverleaf after
shirts, socks, shorts, etc., all over
of the line candidates.
Mr. Kenelm Winslow contribut- the School of Library Service of
gasoline-fleas and I guess that dark. By the way, is Tarzan in ed 107 issues of the Saturday Re- Columbia University,
the bathroom, so he can afford to
159% is the average weight
is the best way to describe it. She need of a mate ? Was that Prex- view of Literature, a valuable adtake the coeds to Francis'.
of the backfield candidates.
also gave us a swell version of ie's nightshirt walking around in dition to our much used file. Mr.
The Northern Rat who passed
691^ inches is the average
Tubs Were Boats
"Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star," the Macbeth scene. Wonder why E. A. Filene sent two folio volumes
the blooming cotton on the drive
height of the whole squad.
Hinsdae, Mall. (UP)—Mr. and
132 S. Main Street
and I think I am inclined to agree she doesn't use Ivory soap on those of The Architectural Works of
down and just simply couldn't fig70 ^ inches is the average
Mrs. William O'Donnell heard a
Opposite Tremont Hotel
with her definition of a star.
height of the line candidates.
hands ?
Graham, Anderson, Probat and mysterious knocking on the kitOrlando, Florida
By the way, "Where did you get
68 ^^ inches is the average
The climax of the stunt was the White, beautifully bound and pro- chen floor. They discovered later
HEMSTITCHING
Extra Pants . . . .
that h a t ? " From the example singing of the good ole Rollins fusely illustrated. It was private- that the bumping noise was the
height
of
the
backfield
candiWith Each Suit Order
last night I think some of you girls Rouser. Funny how that song is ly published by B. T. Batsford, washtubs floating in the cellar. The
dates.
. . . . For 10 Days
had better take up Boop-boop-a- always used to finish things with. Ltd., London, 1933, in a limited town was washed out and the cel4 to 6 is the practice period
. . . . VOUR . . . .
dooping.
That little ba-by sure By the way, "wanna buy a hound edition of 300 copies.
and three is the average gallar was full of water.
made a hit.
lery.
Radio, $18.75 up at
Mr. Roger Shaw sent us a copy
How about backing up the
My, what a bunch of popular
of his Outline of Governments
Advertise In
team when you don't have, anysongs we've got when you put
cently published; it is a most ^
ADVERTISE IN
The Sandspur
thing else to do afternoons?
them all together, especially "I
ful reference work of up to date
THE SANDSPUR
Phone 79
For Results
Park A

FRESHMEN FURNISH FUN AND
FROLIC FOR F O L K S FRIDAY

LIBRARY
NEWS NOTES

Circle Dress Shop

ED RANDALL

Bennett Electric

Sanitary Market
Quality Meats
Fish
Poultry

Philco Radio Shop
116 New England Avenue

1 Ford Majestic Auto Radio
for Ford V-8, $25 installed
1 Audiola 6-Tube Auto
Radio

Good Taste .^

Frank Brown
STATE STREET AFTO
BODY WORKS
ICO Paining", Body, Fender and
rood Work—Tops. Upholsery

$25 installed

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
French Dry Ceaners
PHONE
Winter Park—9188

Orlandc—3176

SAVE 107<. on
PERSONAL CHRISTMAS CARDS
By Ordering Before Nov. 1st

THE OWL BOOK SHOP
10 Wasliington Street Arcade, Orlando

Winter Park Transfer Co.
E. R. Favor, Prop.
Phone 107

Trunks 50c - Taxi 25c

^^f

jtv* jgy*

Grover Morgan—
Presents . . . .
the best repair on any make
Bennett Electric Shop

jtwlasd

STEVEN'S SERVICE GARAGE

^etl&i

Get to know
Our Mechanics
and let t h e m

estimate

YOUR overhaul job.

J

"It's toasted"

V r « w An-trtttttlHi—mlQima
All Work Guaranteed
a«lMlMUH.IM

kHuHf—tfi"*
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I h e world's finest tobaccos are used in Luckies
—the "Cream of the Crop"—only the clean center leaves—for the clean center leaves are the
mildest leaves—they cost more—they taste better.

THE R O L L I N S

l^nUtttH ^anJiHpur
P U B L I S H E D W E E K L Y BY U N D E R GRADUATE STUDENTS OF
ROLLINS
ESTABI,1SHED IN 1 8 9 4 W l T H T H E FOLLOWING

EDITORIAL

Unassuming
yet mighty,
sharf
and.
fointed, well-rounded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name imflies, victorious in
single combat and therefore without a feer,
wonderfully
attractive and extensive
in
circulation?, all these will be found
ufon
investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities-of the
SANDSPUR.
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ever, that several in attendance at
Rollins did realize full well that those
men were actually ineligible tp play
with the Tars because of their previous intercollegiate
competition.
The matter of silence which was
steadfastly held until the "surprising" break occurred last Wednesday
is one upon which the Sandspur does
not care to comment.
Suffice it to offer our commendation to the college administration for
the prompt action taken after that
break had come, to Jack MacDowall
for refusing to be discouraged by the
unfortunate turn of events despite
his usual pessimism, to his team for
the display of courage they have
evinced in the face of sudden odds,
and finally to the student body for
the neat manner is which they have
dismissed the matter from their collective mind.

Aftermath
f ^ s e c i a t e d goUegistg ^ r g a s
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This Football Problem
Last week four Rollins football
men were declared ineligible for play
because of previous intercollegiate
competition. The loss of the quartette, each of whom had proved himself a genuine asset to the Tar eleven, may possibly turn a season of victories into one of indifferent success.
With all respect for the loyalty with
which Coach MacDowall and all his
remaining players, who have staunchly maintained that Rollins still has
a first-class football team, we believe
we are expressing only a self-evident
truth when we say that the power of
that team has been irreparably damaged.
The questions which such an event
as the sudden loss in this manner of
four able men can arouse are too
many and too broad for our consideration here. "Ringers" are possibly
as much the rule as the exception in
collegiate football today, and to indict the practice of using their services to advantage would be to indict
a goodly portion of all American institutions of higher learning.
Most people know they exist and
every football fan who follows the
game closely can recognize several by
consideration of the circumstances
under which they appear as candidates for their respepctive teams.
Those who refuse to recognize their
existence are fooling no one. To all
who knew the Rollins squad last season it was evident that some sort of
pressure had been brought to bear
upon the preparations for the coming
year, and it is difficult to believe that
anyone could overlook so obvious a
situation.
As to whether or not the former
football records of the banished four
were generally known, we do not feel
capable to say; we do know, how-

When the late William Coursen of
Winter Park directed that his estate
should be divided equally among the
churches of his city, he defined a
church, for the purpose of aiding the
proper distribution of his gift, as a
"House of God."
One of the deepest rooted functions of the Church as a House of
God today is the development of a
kindred and brotherly sentiment
among all nations, all races and all
creeds. This is undoubtedly one of
the cornerstones up which each of
the fourteen denominational churches of Winter Park was founded and
upon which each of the fourteen
still continues to serve the common
community.
The Knowles Memorial Chapel of
Rollins College is an interdenominational House of Worship in which, as
Dean Charles A. Campbell has testified, every faith except possibly Confucianism and Buddhism has at one
time or another been represented,
many by active participation in the
Meditation services.
Here, amid the almost universal
dissent of the hypocritical whirlpool
of common argumentation among
the churches dedicated to the brotherhood of man, stands an edifice
within which all nations, all races,
and all creeds are recognized and
welcomed, each under its own covenant; and beause it does provide that
rare common ground for which all
churches are ostensibly seeking, its
right to bear the name of "church"
is publicly contested.
Is the Knowles Memorial Chapel
a prophet in its own country?

The Boys' Band
The Orlando Boys' Band, faced
with the necessity of purchasing a
complete new set of uniforms before
it can accept its renewed contract for
a series of public concerts on the
bandstand at Eola Park, is grasping
the opportunity offered by Hallowe'en to stake a benefit dance in the
Orlando city auditorium.
Last year tihis band generously,
and without payment, lent its services to all home Rollins football
games. It is a progressive institution, well managed, capably directed.

SANDSPuK

Commendation
It is not the general policy of The
Sandspur to throw bouquets undeserved, but the week should not slip
by without some word of commendation to the Freshmen for the excellent entertainment that the provided
for the college last BViday night.
In our opinion their program was
the cleverest and best interclass
stunt that has been witnessed on this
campus for many a moon. The presentation had lots of pep, life and
variety. It showed the results of
careful planning and hard work.
Keep it up. Freshmen! You are
showing a spark of superb Rollins
Spirit. If you carry out your future projects with the same wholehearted co-operation and finesse that
you have evidenced thus far, you will
command the respect of the entire
campus.

Give the Fraternities a Break
(Sigma Delta Chi Quill)
There is a type of newspaper and
newspaperman that seemingly takes
delight in heaping scorn upon the
"college boy" and his "frats." And
there is nothing more irritating to
most student bodies than references
to "college boys" and "frats" in the
headlines of the daily papers.
Fraternities play an important part
in the training and development of
many a man in college. There are
evils in the system, but we feel that
the good outweighs the bad.
What we are getting around in this
—it seems to us that the names of
fraternities and sororities are dragged unnecessarily into news stories
at times—stories that are embarrassing to thousands of their members.
Take the recent Oklahoma case in
which a pharmacy student was
charged with the death of a coed
beauty queen. Stories that went over
the wires said the man was a member of such and such a fraternity,
the girl of a certain sorority. It does
not seem that such a reference was
entirely necessary. Of course, it was
something that the curious would be
interested in knowing t h a t some will
see justification for the use of the
organizations' names in that curiosity.
But isn't it just as logical that the
papers should say that a certain
drunk driver or murderer or embezzler is a member of this or that lodge
if we are going to point the fraternity
connection of every college student
who gets into a jam?
If such a connection is vital to the
story—put it in, to be sure. But if it
isn't why drag it in ? It's a question
of fair play on the part of the men
handling the story—Daily Trojan.

By Dean Charles A. Campbell

An Easy Time
Don't expect to have an "easy"
time if you propose to live effectively. The world is not attuned to that
key.

nature's ways of safeguarding the
destiny of the race. The easy, carefree life usually rots away; only the
rigorous and strenuous life maintains
vitality and efficiency.

If you have been cradled and coddled, in all probabihty you have been
spoiled, and a radical redemption is
imperative.

Do not complain if you are hard
The exercise of al! your
powers, the levy you put upon all your
moral assets, the very necessities to
which you are being forced to respond
are your salvation.

There is considerable guilt attached to parents who refuse to permit
their children to stand upon their
own feet, to use their own brains and
to work out their own salvation.
Who wants to be an infant forever ?
During the present generation life
has grown more complex, more mysterious and more difficult. Mere existence has become a problem to millions of people. We are forced to
thing soberly and plan painstakingly and to work vigorously.
No real man dares to be idle. Inertia is one of the deadly sins and there
is no grsater peril anywhere, any
time, than the peril which follows
the trail of the empty-handed, purposeless, irresponsible life.
The disturbance of our routine has
a tremendous meaning. It is one of

By Johnny Baker
1.
2.
3.
4.
HOUSES" /i.BOUT 6 0
VEAR5 A&O BECAUSE
THEY SOLD PORTER
AND A L E . ONE DA-<
A BUTCKE. CUSTOMER A 5TE. .,.
5L1CEP OFF A ROAST
INTENDED FOR A"PORT_
HOUSE'.' IT WAS SO DELICIOUS
THAT THE CUSTOMER CALLED „
FOR A "PORTERHOUSE STEAK

FOR T H E W A N T Or T h t NAIL
T H E K I N G D O M WAS L O S T
THIS WELL KNOWN N0B.SERV
JINGLE HAS NO REFERENCE TO
ANY HISTORICAL INCIDENT,
FOR 1TS8 BT B E N J P

ROLLINSANIA
By M. J. Davis

THE CHAPEL TOWER LIGHT

"Mama's darling" is alright for baby, but by the time we reach student age we are old enough to dispense of our swaddling clothes.

ON THE AIR

and unusually efficient for a band of
its kind.
Any reciprocation which Rollins
can proffer this group would be a
most friendly gesture on the part of
the college.

Do not shrink from living at high
tension. Learn to live serenely and
normally at high tension. Call into
play your untouched capacities. It is
better to be instrumental than to be
ornamental.
A misspent life is a tragedy; an
unspent life is an unpardonable stupidity.
All growth comes through selfdiscipUne. Heroism is the child of
hardship.
Clams have an easy time of it in
the mud bottoms of the salt flats;
eagles match their strength against
the might of the winds of the upper
altitudes.
Think less of the burdens imposed
upon your shoulders and thank God
that your shoulders are broad enough
to carry a real man's load.
If you want an easy place you can
find it in the cemetery.

I t may be due to advertisements ghetti and never notice the difsuch as Pep Bran, Wheaties and ference.
The fur-Iined bath tub for the
such or only a natural result of
the Depression, but they certainly cutest trick of the week, however,
are making them tougher all the goes to Paul Murphy, who let himtime. Women, we mean. Take self out of $250.00 (real money)
for instance, the case of Mrs. Al- by not attending the Beacham the
ice Stoll, who was kidnaped by a other night when his name was
lunatic a couple of weeks ago and called.
"Dead-eye Dick," our new moheld for ranson. According to
that cozy little corner in the Sand- torcycle menace, certainly has the
spur, The News Spotlight, Mrs. j local situation well in hand. AutoStoll claims she was well treated I mobile owners are dashing
into
while a prisoner, while later in the Orlando for their between-classes
story, the police authorities state j dopes nowadays, because it's quickthey have the criminal identified er than trying to get to Norris'
by his fingerprints on a section of with this new 15 m.p.h speed law
lead pipe with which the victim in effect. It doesn't bother us, eswas beaten. Apparently it takes pecially, except that we have the
more than just one section of lead devil of a time trying to get that
pipe to make any sort of an im- bus of ours up to 15 miles per hour
in order to comply with the regupression on Mrs. Stoll!!!
the question of i lations.
And whil
we ? ? ? . . . we'd j * " ' ' « getting tired of all these
food . . . or
like to take this opporti ty to I under-the-table snickers and know
orrect a false impression that}™S K'ances that appear every time
nay be prevalent, to the effect i th'^ subject comes up, so we're gothat this column is maintained ,'"S ' " P"* >* *» S""" straight. Does
lely for the purpose of panning anybody really know what sweet[ the college Commons and the food, breads actually :
Add cutest trick of the week:
Well ,it's not! It is our firm belief . . . and always has been . . . Virginia Roush, Elsie Shippey and
that we get better food ond service "Birdie" Bird getting lost while
night.
here than any other college in the out canoeing last Friday
country, thanks to Mrs. Hagerty Well, girls, just how far can you
and her staff. If you don't believe
Bill Woodhull, whose mind seems
it, try another helping of those
hot biscuits and that fried chick- to run ( ? ) along such peculiar
lines, has pulled a brand-new one
What we are interested in doing, j™ l \ " ' ^ \ " ™ ^ t ^ ' ? " ' ' / " '
. .
,.
,,.
,
tacked upon his dashboard, and is
however, is in making this place ,
*^ .
.^ ,. , .
^, , ^
J 1
•
., known as a cigarette-lighter-upper.
the best ever . . . and keeping i t ! , „
, .
^ ^^
^*\
^, _.
„
. . All you do IS press a button and a
that way. Ergo, our campus-wide . V.^
,i
•.
^,
, ^
,
. ,,
,
, ,
cigarette rolls down the shoot,
campaign for better toast, lemons
f
i . . ,. w
. . ..
^,
. -J * 1
-m
II where an electric lighter starts it
and other incidentals. We all _
,
,.^^, , ^ .
,
. , ,
,
rru *> off and a little dooiigg-er with a
make mistakes, you know. T h a t s
, ,
. .
.
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, ^,
.,
. suction attachment connected with
why they put those rubber mats No,
, you
, have
.
•.
^
to do italla your
^,
.,
,,,
exhaust, gives
few pretrial
Chapel
suit the other ihe
under inthethecuspidors!!!
,. .
'
^
^ .,
. ...
spitting!!
_, missed, a good
, . , ,.
, .We know
.,
iimmary
puffs to get it going
day,
Those who didn't show.
get in
on the _ But remember
^ ^
. . old
.
^ saying
^
the
you'll never believe us, but they
had Nancy Cushman, our all-around You can't expect-a-rate if you don't
spit!!
church member on the stand, and
"Tiny" McFarland, the Blond
so flustered after a gruelling cross
examination by the
opposition, Apollo from Rollins Hall, is walkthat she actually forgot her Har- ing on air these days, following the
big sensation he created among the
vard accent for a few minutes.
The Chapel Committee's getting female rooters during the Winter
right down to work, too, and have Park High School game last week.
already started a "Clean Up Ves- We discovered Sonny surrounded
pers" Campaign in order to do by a bevy of eager and admiring
away with this hot-cha
Wagner femmes, signing autographs, and
into
and hi-di-ho Mendelsohn
music telling them how he broke
that Siewert's been slipping in filmdom. When we came up, he
now and then. Also in connection was just getting off his favorite
with this new purity drive, we note line; "Oh no, girls, Gary Cooper
that Dot Smith and Helen Welch is a little taller."
are no longer taking the collection Porter receiving letters fromATt71
on Sunday morning. Pinching
Odds 'n Ends. . . "Ducky" Porter
pennies from the plate again, eh, receiving letters from Paris signed
girls ? ? ?
"Mimi" . . . Judie Vale and Ted
Jamison hiding under a couple of
We had plans for developing a
nice gag around the appearance of those silly sun helmets . . . Paul
Jack
McGaffin
zooming
into Worley back in town for a week
town on the back of Fleet's motor end . . . Jack waiting outside of
bike, frantically clasping a bowl Beanery for ten minutes last Friof very bewildered goldfish to his day night before she remembered
manly bosom, but we ran smack in- that Carms had gone to Atlanta
to the prize story of the month, . . . Soc Chakales painted up like
an Indian to escape investigation
right in our own back yard.
of his football record . . . Teddy
It seems Trumpeter
Roberts
Earle back to annoy us again . . .
awoke from his daily
afternoon
nap one day last week and discov- "Elfie" Winant not getting in the
game
against Oglethorpe after goered it was perilously near time
to toodle a few blasts on the old ing up with the team . .
bugle. So the Kid stumbles sleepily out of bed, grabs off a hasty
shave, followed by a cold shower
to wake him up. It did! When he
started to put his shaWng equipment away, he discovered that he
had lathered up with the contents
of a tube of shoe whitener, instead
of shaving cream. Which may account for his unusual) paleness . . .
or maybe it was just the shock.
With a face like his, tho,
you
could shave with a dish of spa-
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WEDNESDAY
8:30 P. M. Lanny Ross, 2; Wayne
King, 3.
9:30 P. M. White Owl, 1.
10:00 P. M. Guy Lombardo, 3.
11:15 P. M. Henry Busse, 1.
11:30 P. M. Chicago dancing, 5.
11:45 P. M. Leon Belasco, 1.
THURSDAY
9:00 A. M. Sunny Side Up, 1.
12:45 P. M. George Hall, 1.
1.15 P. M. Frank Dailey, 1.
3:00 P. M. Metropolitan Parade, 1.
4:30 P. M. Dick Messner, 1.
8:00 P. M. Billy Hays, 1; Rudy
Vallee , 3.
9:00 P. M. Casa Loma, 1.
9:30 P. M. Fred Waring, 1.
10:00 P. M. Paul Whiteman, 3.
11:15 P. M. Little Jack Little, 1.
11:30 P. M. Bob Crosby, 3; Chica^
10:45 P. M. Fats Waller, 1.
go dance, 4.
12:00 P. M. George Olsen, 2.
FRIDAY
9:00 A. M. Metropolitan
Parade, 1.
7:30 P. M. Harold Knight, 1.
9:00 P. M. Phil Harris, 2.
9:30 P. M. Dick Powell, 1.
10:30 P. M. Kate Smith, 1.
11:00 Fats Waller, 1; Charlie Davis, 2.
11:15 P. M. Ozzie Nelson, 1.
11:30 P. M. Jolly Coburn, 2; Freddie Martin, 3; Favorite dancing, 4:
11:45 P. M. Frank Dailey, 1.
12:05 P. M. Duchin, 2.
SATURDAY
12:00 Noon Connie Gates, 1.
1:00 P. M. George Hall, 1.
3:00 P. M. Dan Russo, 1.
3:30 P. M. Captivators, 1.
5:00 Little Jack Little, 1.
6:00 P. M. Johnny Johnson, 2.
7:00 P. M. Dan Russo or Leon Belasco, 1.
8:45 P. M. Fats Waller, 1.
9:30 P. M. Richard Himber.
10:45 P. M. Hal Kemp, 2.
11:00 P. M. Casa Loma, 1; Eddie
Duchin, 2; Guy Lombardo.
11:30 P. M. Freddie Martin, 2;
Paul Whiteman, 3; a t Chicago
with King & Garber, 4.
2:30 P. M. John Boles, 2.
7:00 P. M. California Melodies, 1;
Don Bestor, 2.
9:30 P. M. Will Rogers, 1; Virginia Rea, 3.
11:00 P. M. Little Jack Little.
11:30 P. M. Henry Busse, 1; Charlie Davis, 3; Bob Crosby, 2; Chicago dance, 4.
12:00 Midnight Johnny Johnson, 3.
MONDAY
6:30 P. M. Billy Hays, 1.
8:00 P. M. Richard Himber, 3.
9:30 P. M. Donald Novis, 3.
11:00 P. M. Hal Kemp, 2.
11:15 P. M. Casa Loma, 1.
1:30 P. M. Jolly Coburn, 2; Chicago, 4.
11:46 P. M. Herbie Kaye, 1.
12:00 Midnight Guy Lombardo, 2;
Johnny Johnson, 3.
TUESDAY
9:00 A. M. Dance Revue, 1.
12:16 P. M. Connie Gates, 1.
12:30 P. M. Harold Knight.
3:00 P. M. Variety Hour.
4:45 P. M. Dick Messner.
6:00 P. M. Johnny Johnson, 3.
8:00 P. M. Leo Reisman, 3; Phil
Emerton, 1.
8:30 P. M. Wayne King, 3.
9:00 P. M. Bing Crosby and Boswell Sisters, 1; Ben Bernie, 3.
9:30 P. M. Isham Jones, 1; Ed
Wynn, 3.
10:00 P. M. Casa Loma, 1; Nat
Shilkret, 3.
11:00 P. M. Del Campo, 2.
11:15 P. M. Henry Salter.
11:30 P. M. Henry Busse, 1; Bob
Crosby, 2; Chicago, 4.

Minerva Pious is the real name
of the character actress playing in
pport of Fred -Allen on NBC's
Town Hall Tonight program. Miss
Pious is Russian, a native of Moscow, and a writer as well as player. She has published songs, poetry and prose and at one time was
employed in the editorial department of an international news
syndicate.
Snapshots from NBC'c family album: Parker Fennelly is married
to Catherine Deane, former
tress. They have three children,
girls aged 14 and a boy, 8.
Arthur Allen, his radio part
is a widower . . . Noble Cain
director of choral groups in the
Chicago NBS studios, is married
and has four children whtse ages
range from four to fourteen. Mrs.
Cain is a former church choir
singer.
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ROLLINS ELEVEN HOLDS OGLETHORPE TEAM TO 13-6L
HANDICAPPED
DUE TO LACK
OF RESERVES

First Meeting of R
Club Held Tuesday

NEWS AND VIEWS
OF SPORTS

The "R" CluW, honorary* athletic society, held its first meeting
of the year last Tuesday evening
in the choir room of the Chapel.
Plans for the athletic meets to
be held during the Homecoming
week-end were discussed, and it
was decided that teams would be
chosen during the next two weeks
to meet the visiting school on the
golf course, the tennis courts and
in swimming events. Any one interested is urged to get in touch
with Miss Weber or Miss Leavitt.

By Reg. Clough

The absence of Win Scott, Allen, Andrews, and Stafford was indeed noticeable in the Rollins-Oglethorpe game last Saturday Had
Rollins had 4 couple of reserve tackles and one or two backfield men,
the result of the game fight might have been an entirely differenj^
story. However, commendable is the fact that the Tars, despite being
weakened in numbers^ by four outstanding players, and by an unasually large number of injuries, were still able to hold a much heavier
team by only one touch-down after critics throughout Georgia and
Florida had given the Atlanta team an advantage of at least eighteen
points:
Although the dismissal of these men will doubtless make a big;
difference in the outcome of the remaining games on the schedule,
Oglethorpe's Stormy Petrels met unexpected difficulty since the rest of the contests are by no means set-ups for MacDowall's
at the hands of Coach Jack McDowall and the Rollins foot- men, nevertheless it would be far better to lose all the next few gamss
ball team, and to the surprise of some 4,000 fans, barely than to win them from S. I. A. A. teams with men which that asso^
succeeded in ekeing out a 13-6 victory last Saturday at the ciation has declared ineligible for. competition. Doubtless Rollins
authorities were unaware of this ineligibility for one member of the
Ponce de Leon park in Atlanta.
administration is a leading official of the Southern Intercollegiate
Scoring in the second and fourth
Athletic Association, yet at the same time allowing these four to
jeriods, the Atlanta eleven, outparticipate in the games thus far played does seem to be rather
weighing and greatly outnumberquestionable, and Rollins apparently is at fault for this discrepancy.
ng the visitors from Florida, had
If Rollins authorities are interested in continuing in good standing
;o use all the power and strategy
in football circles throughout the South a more careful check will
ivailable in order to defeat a
have to be made in the future.
veakened, crippled, but plucky
In Atlanta the backfield men hit
:eam that Rollins placed on the
the impregnable wall of the oplield at the opening of the contest.
position when they were almost ern football will elect Florida a
too tired to stand up The Rollins member and virtual winner of the
was Rollins' third game of the
forward defense for three plays championship.
reason, its second loss, and almost
Incidentally, though we did not
held fresh opponents within the
I replica of the opening battle
shadows of their own goal posts, see that game in Tampa, the Floragainst the Gators of Gainesville,
and since the new rules have been ida eleven did well to trim Hunk
rhe Tars only used three substiin force and the goal posts have Anderson's team from Raleigh.
utes during the whole struggle,
been moved ten yards farther back, Anderson who has established a
me in the backfield and two in the
the shadows they cast aren't near- new type of play at North Carolina
ine. Dave Schrage went in when
ly as long as they used to be
_ State, has in recent years found
diller was hurt near the opening
After three weeks of discourag- success drifting away from him,
tf the contest and finished the
ing injuries George Hines finally and after Saturday's decisive loss,
;ame due to a lack of backfield
was sent on the field to replace the this year seems to be no exception
Notre Dame Rollins linesman who starred
laterial. George Hines played for
tired Malone, struggling with a to his tough luck.
against Oglethorpe in Atlanta
, few moments in the line despite
shoulder swathed with bandages, refreshed with one of Rockne's
last Saturday.
he fact that for two weeks he has
and despite a bad knee and week of four horsemen as its mentor, seems
Veteran tackle who saw first
to
be
doing
better.
Off
to
a
bad
een under strict doctor's observainaction, managed to stagger
action this year in last Saturion. Malone, who was taken out,
around for a few moments in the start, they have won everything
day's game.
last quarter. Murphy and Mcln- since their opening contest. Columas also had trouble with a bad
nis, both of whom played the full bia's loss to Navy by 19-6 was the
houlder and had to be replaced
Mutrick
was
stopped
twice
with
game,
were outstanding in the line, week's official upset. Columbia did
or a short time. Winant was the
bird substitute and was used in only a yard to go by a tired and as was also George Rogers, who not lose a game last year, was
battered
Tar
forward
wall,
and
the
caught
the pass that accounted for elected and won the Rose Bowl
.lace of Malone in the second
game, and was given a vote of conluarter in order that the stellar whistle sounded ending the game. the lone Tar tally.
If present plans prove successThe line-ups
Minnesota,
with its recent defeat gratulation by the New York State ful, Rollins college will very soon
uard, who played the game with
Pos.
Rollins over Pitt, looms as one of the Legislature.
add a new form of sport to its rosshoulder covered with bandages, Oglethorpe
LE
Rogers strongest teams in the country this
Freeman
Whether this action by New ter, the rifle team.
light be saved for the latter half.
Roth season.
Darracott
Pittsburg had already York's law-makers was the thing
The Stormy Petrels scored first
Although attempts have been
Mclnnis taken Southern California into which spoiled a perfect season or
McNeilly
n the second quarter on a short
Kettles camp, but met much stiffer opposi- not, remains to be seen.....Lou Little made by various individuals, never
Massey
.nderhand pass behind the line of
has
the college had an official
Malone tion at the hands of the mid-west- may get his team together and
Adams
crimmage, a play identical with
HowevMurphy ern powerhouse It looks at pres- again start a victorious march, group of sharp-shooters.
Robinson
ne the Tars have frequently used Thompson
Powell ent as though the winner of the Big but we certainly hope that if he er, the movement for a team is onhis year, which proved to be de- Puryesr
Chakales Ten had already been determined, does, the State won't take action ly in its first stages, but many
eptive enough to allow Sullivan, Mutrick
Miller but if upsets are as frequent as again on football, but will return members of the faculty and student
HB
.n Oglethorpe back, to cross the Moon
Mobley they have been so far in 1934 foot- to its politics where its time and body have appeared interested and
HB
the possible establishment of such
:oal line. The Petrels failed in Reynold;
Carmody ball, perhaps officials in mid-west- attention really belongs.
PB
an enterprise seems quite likely.
heir try for the point but forged
Officials: Boyer, referee; Wiluhead as the second period open- liam Jewell Cheves, umpire (GeorMr. Fleet Peeples, Professor
the chin. Two minutes of time Roney, Fred Schofield, H. P. Absd 6-0.
gia); Slate, headlinesman; Sulliand a copious application of smell- bott, Gil Galbraith, and Paul ParkGeorge Rogers caught a pass , van, field judge, (Georgia.)
ing salts brought him around and
he original nucleus for
rem Chakales after three line , Score by quarters:
he continued to play, but he still this project.
Anyone who is
ilays hsd failed
to gain
and of
scored
at the
middle
the [I Oglethorpe
0 6 0 7—13
carries a bruise on the right side terested in the rifle team oi
or
Roll;
econd quarter.
Schrage missed Rollins
0 6 0 0—6
We've seen some sorry fields of his jaw where Robinson tagged shooting should get in touch with
he placement try for an additional j Substitutions — Oglethorpe. McMr. Peoples or Schofield and assist
oint, and the two elevens went in- Namara, Leslie, Sullivan, Clarke, for football in our time, but the
MacDowall swears he has nev0 a deadlock which was not brok- I Adamas, Moon, Pickard, Farmer, scene of the recent Tar-Petrel epi- er been so bothered before with in making this a successful attempt.
n until the final period.
Adams, Moon, Pickard, Farmer. sode takes the well known cake.
The plant is dignified by the eu- shoulder injuries. In addition to
It is not definitely known as yet
The third quarter ended with the , Rollins, Schrage, Winant, Hines.
phonious title, Ponce de Leon Park, the three men who are already just what the official status of the
all in Oglethorpe's possession on
.
and
it's where the Atlanta South- nursing cases of this malady, team will be. It is hoped, however,
An insurance company is selling
he Tar 23-yard line, second down
George
Miller
came
down
with
a
ern League Baseball team, the
by the members that it will rend eight to go. Sam Leslie took policies to Missouri students inbad attack Saturday afternoon.
Crackers, hold forth
ceive immediate sancition in order
be pigskin from the pivot man, suring them against flunking the
The thing seems to be contagBut for football it is ndoubtedly
that it may be established as an
nd skirted left end from the twen-' course. The rates paid are not disious
arid
is
assuming
the
proporthe world's worst.
intramural sport with credit from
y-five yard line for the second closed, but a student who flunks
tions of an epidemic. Don't be
The playing field i; down
the physical education department,
nd decisive score for the Ogle- can claim the amount of tuition
mething'^'^^""^^
though,
George
will
be
sink, or hollow, and :
and that intercollegiate competihorpe eleven.
Mutrick plunged at summer school.
oundingl^^^ for duty against Southern two
tion may be secured as soon as
lie center of the line for the point
The lie-detector is being used by like 50 feet below the
j weeks hence.
possible.
nd Oglethorpe forged ahead 13-6. the Northwestern University Law terrain. In this particular it
sembles Death Valley, and the an- \ Another indictment against the
With the ball in Rollins posses- school officials to force students
Few persons fully realize the
alogy holds good in other respects. [Police de Leon Park—a curse and
ion in the scoring zone on the Pe- to return stolen books to the liadvantages derived from shooting,
it—George Rogers
The balmy zephyrs which make the | ^ ^^\
•el's 35-yard line Chakales tossed brary.
but with the likely approval of the
tained
some
severe
lime
burns
Dartmouth's senior class recent- life of a footballer bearable were while wallowing in the stuff. Guy administration difficulty should not
long pass which was intercepted
cut off, making the air "blankety Mutrick, star halfback on the ly endorsed three curriculum rebe too magnanimous in starting the
ed." Midfield comprised the same Colado has a picture of George ly.tlanta team, on his own 27. Sul- forms: a course in marriage, abopromotion of this new sport. Sponterritory as the baseball infield, ing prone in a puddle of lime treativan, a substitute back, started iition of the present marking syssors hope that many students, parand was as bare as a bathtub of ing himself to a facial. Guy inright tackle run, evaded the sec- tern and unlimited cuts for all.
ticularly freshmen, will be quick to
tends
to
preserve
it
for
posterity
grass. The swirling clouds of dust
tidary defense, and raced to the
—Swarthmore Phoenix.
the call to arms.
kicked up by the cleated feet not to marvel at—or is it for blackollins 15-yard line, making about
•
—
only created a choking layer to mail, Guy?
ixty yards on the play. Mutrick
For Results
The Stormy Petrels employed a from the Middle Western and the
breathe which nearly asphyxiated
lade first down on the five, and a
Advertise In
the men, but an obscuring nimbus picturesque military shift in com- Eastern States enroute to the conne play netted only four yards; I
The Sandspur
hiding their movements from the ing back from huddle to the line vention at Miami converged on
of scrimmage. It is more striking Atlanta and spent the week end
spectators at times.
The pity of it lies in the fact and nearly as useless as the one there in customary riotous celeO E R V I C E
I / I L L A R N E Y
that there were at least three oth- Rollins uses. Florida fans may bration. Half a million people
T A T I 0 N
0 R N E R
er gridirons in Atlanta not in use have a chance to look at it this thronged the streets of Atlanta to
that day, any of the three vastly j season, as Will Rogers is in nego- watch their parade, and a goodly
Expert Greasing
tiation with Oglethorpe officials number of the crowd in a holiday
preferable to the one assigned
Sunoco G a s
Pennzoil
Q u a k e r S t a t e Oil
bout a Petrel-Tar frosh game in
d viewed the game.
The Oglethorpe
Fairbanks and Orlando Av
whole
as
other
teams
I
three weeks.
rough
The American Legit
veterans
Advertise in the Sandspur
the Tars have faced this
However, as Dave Schrage will testify, their big left tackle, a burly
brute named Robinson, was one
tough hombre. During the afternoon proceedings this fellow
lugged Dave out with a left to
H o m e Cooked
for COMPLETE STOCK of
Sea F o o d s
Lunches
Max Factor — Richard Hudauch's and

Coach McDowall Uses only Fourteen Men in Saturday's
Atlanta Game

k

INTRAMURAL
SPORT SEASON
TO OPEN SOON
Touch Football and Cross-Country
Fall Events; 1934 Interest High
By ROBERT CATEN

With the prospective cooler weather ahead there is
a manifestation of renewed interest in intra-mural athletics
and this writer hopes that all those physically able will join
the ranks this year and make it the most enjoyable and
competitive season in the history of intramurals at Rollins.
The purpose of intramural athletics is to provide competition not
only for a few select athletes but
for all Rollins students and in order to provide each student with a
sport which he enjoys the board
has arranged the following schedule for all students not in varsity

with the understanding that it must
be won three times for permanent
possession.
The X Club and the
K. A.'s both have a leg on it. Now
let's all go after that cup this
year!
Intramural booklets of
rules ,etc. are obtainable at Jack
FALL—Oct., Nov., Dec.—Touch MacDowall's office.
Football and Cross Country.
WINTER—Jan., Feb., M a r c h BARRON, Wis.—(UP)—Barron
Tennis, Golf, Basketball, and Vol- County drought cattle are returning home after a summer vacaleyball.
SPRING—April and May—Dia- tion in northern counties. Recent
rains have revived pasture lands
mondball and Aquatics.
Prizes will be awarded to stu- to the extent that the immigration was ordered.
dents winning individual events as
well as team prizes to the frater-'
Salesman Accused
nity or dormitory which wins in
St. Louis (UP)—Morris Glener,
each of the above sections. The
34,
stands
charged with representtotal scores for the season are determined by a point system and at ing himself as a Bolshevik escaped
from
Russia,
selling cut glass to a
the end of the school year the team
which has won the greatest number woman here after declaring they
were
a
part
of the "crown jewel
of points will receive the muchvalued Gary Cup. This cup was collection." Glener described himself
as
a
"salesman."
given by Dr. Gary three years ago

Students Sponsoring
Rollins Rifle Team;
Sharpshooters Called
CUT SYSTEM

ROTHODOXIES
By Len Roth

BIRDSONGS
PINE STREET GRILL

NORRIS'

Charles Wright

Fancy Drinks a Specialty

Hairdresser

Rollins Students Cordially Invited

9 Washington Arcade
Tel. 3522

Harriet Hubbard Ayer

Orlando

TOILET
Free Delivery

•rrywvw^r^

(Continued from Page 1)
shall take the attendance at the
beginning of each session of a
7. The instructor shall make a
complete weekly report of absences
for each course, upon a blank to be
provided, not later than the close
of each academic week,
8. The college office shall tabulate the attendance reports and
supply the deans with the attendance record of each student.
9. Absences from written examinations, announced at
least
two sessions previously, shall not
be excused except by the Dean and
then for most weighty reasons.
Such excused absences shall be
made up in a manner satisfactory
to the instructor concerned and
due credit given the student.
10. All other "make-up" work
shall be entirely at the option of
the instructor.

Proverb:—

Camels can go for a long
period without food.
You Can't . . . .
Moral:—

Eat at NOACK'S

///r/

There's nothing
l i k e A d o n i s Calfskin for
enduring wear and good
looks. N o t e the handsome
lines of this F r e e m a n Shoe.
I t ' s a style t h a t hits a bull'seye o n c o m f o r t , appeara n c e a n d economy.

R. C. Baker, Inc.
"at the corner,
downtown"

DEPENDABILITY
Do you know that you c
etc. on easy weekly or se

have your car repaired, painted,
i-monthly payments?

Ask us about our plan . .

KIWALD MOTORS

YOUR D O D G E A N D P L Y M O U T H DEALER
G 2 - 7 0 W.COLONIAL DRIVf « • P H O N E 3 I 4 - 4 -

ARTICLES

USED CAR LOT-eee N. oRANce AVENUE

PI

THE

SIX

X Cluh Rush Dance
Held at Dubsdread
C. C. Tuesday Night
The X Club held its annual fall
dance last evening at the Dubsdread Country Club in Winter
Park. The evening's entertainment was preceded by a buffet supper at the X Club on College Point.
The following freshmen
were
guests at the supper and dance:
William Barr, Donald Bond, Chas.
Luntz, Paul Murphy Brown Rainwater, Louis DeSchweinitz, Robert
Servis, William Socash, Ralph Vario, Malcolm Whitelaw and Tom
Whiteway.
The Dubsdread Country Club
which was destroyed last spring by
fire, has been completely renovated
and attractively decorated by an
Orlando firm. Dancing took place
on the terrace adjoining the main
floor. Music was furnished by El-don Huffine and his orchestra.
This is the first dance sponsored
by a college organization to take
place at the newly reconditioned
club.

Beta Lambda chapter of Alpha
Phi announces the formal pledging
on Monday evening of Betty Clark,
Bloomington, 111.; Carolyn Stanley, Lincoln, N. H., and
Isabel
Rogers, Kew Gardens, N. Y.
Elfreda Winant, president of
Pan-Hellenic, spent the week end
in Atlanta, Ga., where she joined
her parents, who also went there
to witness Saturday's football
game.
Jane Sensenbretiner and Jlane
Stoner, who celebrated birthdays
during the past week, were presented with large cakes lighted
with candles. The entertainment
was held at the Alpha Phi house
on Monday night.

Rho Lambda Nu
Rush Dance Tonight

"Beauty is a Duty"

EDA'S BEAUTY
SHOP

H
llj^

SERVICE

By Wortman

Upsilon Beta of Chi Omega
takes pleasure in announcing the
initiation of Claudelle McCrary,
Tampa, Florida. The formal initiation service was held in the
Francis Chapel on Sunday, October 21.
The a/nnual Chi Omega Open
House for the new men was held
at the chapter house Saturday, October 20. During the evening fruit
punch and cookies were served the
guests. Chaperones included Mrs.
Schulten, Mrs. MacKean, Mr. and
Mrs. Daughterty and Mr. and Mrs.
MacClaren. In charge of the affair was Eleanor Sheets.

Virginia Imlay, '36, of Washington, D. C , who transferred from
Rollins to Duke University last
year, has recently entered Ead-'
cliffe College in Cambridge, Mass.
Her uncle. Dr. Manley Hudson, is
a distinguished member of the
Harvard faculty.

PI BETA Pffl
K.K. GAMMA

"Hey, Mom, the lady downstairs is still hoUerin* up the dumbwaiter
about her ceili ng is leakin'."

Kappa Kappa Gamma announces
the pledging of Helen Brown,
Monday night at
the
chapter
house.

K. A. THETA
Gamma Gamma chapter of Kappa Alpha Theta had a breakfast
Sunday morning after chapel for
all of the alumni, actives and

MISS ROBIE
IS SPEAKER

Miss Virginia Robie, Professor
of Art at Rollins and former Editor of "House Beautiful" gave a
talk on Interior Decoration to a
group of high school students in
the home economics department of
the Winter Park High School on
Tuesday, October 23rd. Miss Robie
displayed illustrative
materials
Alpha Mu of Gamma Phi Beta which were of great interest to
announces the pledging of Miss the classes now studying home furPauline Draper and Miss Louise nishings.
Bradford, Sunday evening, October
21.
"Unless business starts up, govActive members of Gamma Phi
ernment credit must crack under
Beta were hostesses at tea Friday
the cost, which is twice the cost of
afternoon, October 19, in honor of
subsistence relief," says Dean Waltheir new pledges, Catherine Hellace B. Donham, of the Harvard
en Bailey, Marita Steuve, Pen(Cambridge, Mass.) B u s i n e s s
rose Davis, Sara Dean and CharSchool.
lotte Cadman. Other guests present were Dean Sprague, Mrs. W.
S. Anderson, Madame Bowman,
Miss Buell, Mrs. Lester, Mrs. Enwright, Laura Louise Lincoln, Pauline Draper, Peggy Jennison and
Louise Bradford.

GAMMA Pffl BETA

ALUMNI
NOTES
Whom did Alonzo Eollins send to
John Harvard this year? There
are quite a procession of those who
hug to their bosom's aspirations
toward low and business.
Raymond Clark, '34, is at Mellon Hall, where he is a student in
the Graduate School of Business
Administration. In the law college are Bobbie Tucks, '34, who
lives at his home, 480 Jamaica
Way, Jamaica Plains, Massachusetts; Maurice Dreicer, '34, and
Bernie Bralove, '34, who room together at 17 Chauncey Street, Cambridge, and Tommie Johnson, '34,
who with his wife, has an apartment at the Hotel Commander,
Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Pi Beta Phi announces the pledgNatalie Harris spent the week ing of Dorothy Case on Monday
end with her parents at Daytona night, October 22.
Beach.

PfflMU

"Everett Marshall's
Broadway
Varieties," popular Columbia network feature heard each Wednesday from 8:30 to 9:00 p. m., will
continue on its present schedule
under a renewal contract effective October 3. Everett Marshall,
star baritone of opera, the musical
stage and radio, will continue in
his multiple role as singer, actor
and master-of-ceremonies, assisted
by Elizabeth Lennox, contralto,
Victor Arden and his orchestra and
weekly guest stars.

SANDSj^UR,

1

Members of the X Club sponsoring the dance last evening included
George Hines, Reginald Clough,
Daniel Winant, Ray Murphy, Rob-;
The actives and pledges of Phi
ert Howe, Olcott Deming, Chick Mu were entertained at the home
Prentice, Jack MacGaffin, Richard;
of Mrs. Russel, an alumnae, on
Brown, John Moore and Ben
Saturday afternoon.
Kuhns.
Miss Dorothy Breck, president
of the sorority, and the pledges,
Betty Mowrer, Barbara Bennett,
Doris Leavitt, Kay Winchester, Mary McGonagal and Marjorie Biesel, received with Mrs, Bennett.
Rho Lambda Nu fraternity will
entertain its rushees at a formal
Phi Mu fraternity
banquet tonight at Sharkey's Resformal pledging of Betty Short,
taurant, following which a dance
Gulielema Davis and Bernice Upwill be held at the Chapter house.
hof on Sunday night. After the
Freshmen invited are: Charles
ceremony all of the old members
Draper, Max Harrington, Richard
and pledges were entertained at
Baldwin, Paul Twichtman, Brown
Phyllis Walters' home in Orlando.
Rainwater, Howard Edwards, Jas.
Corsages of pink roses were given
Haig, James Myers, Jr., Nelson
to the newly pledged and refreshMarshall, Ward Atwood, Mortimer
ments were served later in the
Lichtenstein, John Beaufort, Chas.
evening.
Allen, Robert Johnson and Albert
Warren.

Marshall's "Broadway Varieties" Renewed.

ROLLINS

EVERYDAY MOVIES

C o m m i t t e e of Five Pierces Entertain
E l e c t e d By Frosh at Oratory Meeting
At Meeting Thursday
A Freshman meeting was called
in Recreation Hall last Thursday
by the newly elected President of
the Lower Division, Gordon Spence,
for the purpose of electing the
Freshman Committee of Five.

A very interesting program was
presented by the Oratorical Association in the Speech Studio last
Tuesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Pierce gave a
large part of the entertainment.
Mrs. Pierce played a cello solo and
delivered a humorous monologue
called "First Call on the Butcher,"
while Mr. Pierce put on a little
sketch impersonating a
country
gentleman. George Young presented
an
excellent
political
speech and Leonard Roth did another impersonation.
Next Tuesday's program will be
put on entirely by the freshman

Mr. Spence opened the meeting
by thanking the class for his election and then proceeded to outline
the duties and purpose of the Committee of Five, two of whom must
be girls and two boys.
Those nominated were Carol
Stanley, Bill Barr, Virginia Braznell, Buss Greaves, Si Vario, Geo.
Gabriel, Jane Sensenbrenner, Seymoure Ballard, Mary Gulnac and
James Haig. Ballots were cast
and the meeting dispersed.
The election came out with Carol
Patti Pickens is not only
Stanley, Jane Sensenbrenner, Buss I baby member of the Pickens
Greaves, Bill Barr and Seymour i ters, headliners on NBC, but
Ballard leading a close race for ; is also Peck's bad girl of the
the choices.
j Patti loves puns and keeps
The Federal Government is sending approximately 70,000 students
through colleges and universities
throughout the United States this
year at a cost of more than $1,000,000.

the
Sisshe
trio.
the
I family in a turmoil with her play
•on words. The habit developed at
I an early age, to the dismay of
[ Mother Pickens and her elder sisj ters, who despair of ever curing
j her of what they regard not as a
weakness but a vice.

George Salley, '32, and Lloyd
Towle, '32, spent the week end on
the campus. They are both taking graduate work toward Law degress at the University of Florida.
Miss Frances Taylor, '34, recently became the bride of George A.
Pierce at the Church of the Good
Shepherd. The young couple will
make their home in Jacksonville,
after a wedding trip through the
North.

Dean Campbell j]
Initiated into Kapp^
Phi Sigma Fraternity
Dean Charles A. Campbell i
John Turner were formally inj^,
iated into the Kappa Phi Siga,
Fraternity in the Knowles I
orial Chapel on Monday, Q(.\^
ber 15.
Dr. Campbell is Dean of the
Knowles Chapel and has been ai
honorary member of the fraternity
for several years.
Other well known campus fig,
ures who are honorary members
include Dean Arthur D. Enyart,
Dean of Men, and Dr. Edwin I
good Grover.

European Tour To
Be Sponsored By
Katherine Ewing
A small group of from six to
twelve Rollins students is to \
organized under the leadership (
Katherine Ewing, of the Dramatic
Art Department, to spend the coit
ing summer traveling and studyin
in Europe. The serious object of tl;
trip will be to study at first hai:
the theatre of the Continent, although sight-seeing and pleasure
trips will be included.

While the final plans for the trip I
have not yet been definitely decided, it is expected to go either to
Moscow or to Salzburg. If the
group makes its destination Moscow, it will travel by way of Norway and Sweden and stop off for
a walking trip through Norway en
route. If the headquarters are established at Salzburg, side trips
will be taken for hikes and mountain climbing in the Bavarian Alps.
The tour is being organized under the auspices of "Europe on
Wheels, Inc." and promises to be
not only pleasant and interesting,
but also educational. For further
details, see Miss Ewing in Recreation Hall.
j

"Mrs. W.iggs of the Cabbage
Patch," immortal scenario creation of Alice Hegan Rice,
'28,
(Hon. Litt.) has been enjoying an
extraordinary success this fall in
cinema. The leads are taken by
W. C. Fields, Zasu Pitts and Pauline Lord. Mrs. Rice and her husband, the noted poet, Cale Young
Rice, also hon. litt., live in Louispreparation a history of the Rolville, Ky.
lins Club of Boston as one of the
Mildred West, '34, took a trip Alumni publications of the semilast summer through the Panama centennial.
Canal and up the West Coast and
The cost of education per stuthe State of Washington. She is
now "Watchfully Waiting" in dent has dropped as much as $150
per year at the University of MichMontclair.
igan (Ann Harbor).
Polly Dudley and her mother are
planning to visit Rollins in SepOnly 10 per cent of university
tember of 1935.
students in Germany may be women, according to a recent Nazi
Madeline Appleby, '22, has in ruling.

DAVIS
Office Supply Co.
19 E. Pine St., Orlando Tel. 4822

and

QUALITY
THE

F o r Your P a r t y . . .

K ^ « a lRendezvous

1 sjiioke a
great manj Chesterfields.,
morning, noon and night
. * mey aw always me same

Quality Bakery
Hamilton Hotel Bldg.

FILMS
Developed
Printed
Enlarged
Tinted
. . . First Class Work . . .

Gloria Hat Shoppe
2 Washington Arcade, Orlando

Floyd Shor, Physics Lab.

Hallowe'en Dance

Fall Models—Hats for All
Occasions

Benefit Orlando Boys Band

Orlando Municipal Auditorium—Oct. 31
Eddie Reynolds and His Orchestra
ADMISISION 35 CENTS

TRY US for BILLIARDS and POCKET POOL

CRrs

(UPSTAIRS)
104 Park Avenue

Bring this and' you play one game free . ,

HERE!

HERE!
SPECIAL
MONDAY

BLEDSOE FREE STORAGE GARAGE
For STUUDENTS

WF.D.NtSD.W

S.iTURDXY

KO-'A

MNO

GKETK

PONSELLE

MARTINI

STUECKGOl.U

T h e Chesterfields you're
s m o k i n g n o w arc just like
they were last year or any
other year—because w e always buy the right tobaccos
—uniformly ripe and mild.

KOSTEUNETZ ORCHESTRA AND CIIORIS
9 P . M . ( E . S . T . ) -COLUMBIA NETWORK

Chestet^fields are milder . . they f^tsfc hctkr

Wash and Polish Any- Car This Wedc for $2.00
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